IMPORTANT REVISIONS TO THE ATC HIRING PROCESS!!

What do these new ATC hiring revisions mean to AVM and AVT students?

If you have a four-year AVM or AVT degree, or three years of progressively responsible work experience, or a combination of education and work experience, you are qualified to apply for employment as an air traffic controller. You do not have to be the graduate of a Collegiate Training Initiative (CTI) approved school to apply for an air traffic control (ATC) position. Consequently, the AVM Minor in Air Traffic Control would be helpful in preparing any student for an ATC position under the new FAA selection process.

The next anticipated ATC applicant announcement is slated for February 2014 and will be posted on the SIU Aviation website as soon as it is available.

In addition, ATC position announcements are also posted at https://faa.usajobs.gov

Click on the following link to the National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) website to review the entire FAA letter detailing revisions to the ATC hiring process:


Please contact Dr. Pavel spavel@aviation.siu.edu or Dr. Ruiz at jruiz@aviation.siu.edu or 618-453-8898 for additional information regarding these hiring revisions.